
Label bottles, tubes and flasks with different 
label types and sizes when you need it. 

Powerful labels:
- Solvent resistant (alcohols, acetone, toluene,...) 
- Removable without residues
- Stable between -20°C and +98°C
- Can include GHS/CLP compliant hazard 
  pictograms
- Available in different sizes

Also available: extra permanent cryo-labels for 
storage in liquid nitrogen at -196°C.

Faster and more resistant....

....than handwriting!

Choose the right size and type for 
every label

Web

https://rapid.fluics.com/app

> > Scan here < < 
to try it out:

No registration required.

Fast and on demand label printing 
solution for laboratories:

-     Solvent resistant labels

-     Different label types/sizes

-     Hazard labels GHS/CLP compliant

-     Print from any device

-     Import your own substance list
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Print new labels on the go or upload your 
substance list to a shared substance list

Ethernet port with internet connection for 
cloud printers

Smartphone or tablet (Android or iOS) with 
Internet access or PC with web browser 
(Firefox, Chrome, Safari)

Power supply: 100-240V AC, 50-60Hz

Contact details:
 
FLUICS GmbH
Fürstenstr. 15
80333 Munich
Germany

rapid-label@fluics.com
+49 89 71690877

Registered in 
Munich HRB 246078 

FRL-flyer-220208-v1.1

Technical requirements

plug & play 
laboratory 
digitalization

For more information visit 
fluics.com/rapid-label

Or place your order at 
rapid-label@fluics.com
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Print station with one label roll per printer:
1 printer (2 years guarantee):       950 EUR
3 printers (2 years guarantee):            2,450 EUR

Additional label rolls:
Solvent resistant, removable without residues, 
temperature range from -20° to +98°C, white:
- Blank, 50 x 25 mm, 1000 labels
- Hazard GHS/CLP, 65 x 35 mm, 500 labels
- Hazard GHS/CLP, 100 x 54 mm, 250 labels
             195 EUR/label roll
>> Buy 4 rolls of same type and get 1 free <<

Smear proof cryo-labels, extra permanent, 
teperature range from -269°C to 110°C, yellow, 
blank 25 x 13 mm, FLUICS CONNECT
More info: fluics.com/connect/pricing
             starting from 19 cent/label

Transparent and subscription-free pricing


